Promotes acceptance by USDA, FDA and state regulatory authorities.
- Regulatory authorities look for the 3-A Symbol as proof equipment meets the design criteria of 3-A Sanitary Standards.

Verifies the equipment conforms to 3-A Sanitary Standards design criteria.
- 3-A Sanitary Standards ensure that all product contact surfaces can be mechanically cleaned or dismantled easily for cleaning and inspection.

Reduces or eliminates need for customized equipment specifications.

Passed the independent Third Party Verification inspection for 3-A Symbol authorization.
- We ‘go the extra mile’ by obtaining professional Third Party Verification of our actual equipment, designs, and our quality assurance.

Saves you time and money in equipment qualification, cleaning, maintenance, and more!
- Streamlines equipment selection by establishing proven 3-A Sanitary Standards as ‘baseline’ criteria for sourcing equipment/systems.

Visit http://www.3-a.org/symbol/holders.htm for our equipment listing.
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